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an automatic speech recognition (ASR) component: the
ASR will likely have to be optimized to correctly transcribe important, domain-specific words, accounting for
differences in accents and possible mispronunciations.
However, this challenge will present itself regardless of
which machine learning techniques are used. While the
specific way to implement a solution to a given challenge
may depend on underlying techniques and modeling decisions, the occurrence of the challenge should not be.
A challenge for general-purpose voice assistants is that
they need a wide breadth of data. This can include audio
data, transcribed text, annotated and labeled text for natural language understanding and knowledge graph inputs.
Domain-specific assistants, however, come with different
expectations, and require a narrower and simultaneously
deeper dataset for training and testing. In this paper, we
discuss considerations on how user data can be leveraged
to identify what aspects to consider for data collection and
how to drive prototyping efforts for the efficient transfer of
insights to models and technology.

Abstract
Most of the currently existing voice assistants, like Alexa,
Siri, Google Assistant, and Cortana, are generalists. They
act as a unifying voice interface to a myriad of controls but
rarely support domain-specific expert functionalities. There
are efforts to provide more targeted assistant experiences
and capabilities around specific areas of applications. In this
paper, we discuss several challenges and opportunities in
the design of domain-specific voice assistants. We outline a
variety of methods to create and utilize an understanding of
domain-specific user language and ideas to prototype and
study the envisioned user experiences.

Introduction
Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google’s Assistant and
Google Home and Cortana are well-known examples of
general-purpose assistants created with the expertise and
data available to major tech companies. In this paper, we
give a high-level overview of a variety of design challenges, and make the distinction between designing for a general-purpose assistant as opposed to a domain-specific one.
By domain, we mean the types of expertise handled by the
assistant. A general-purpose assistant, such as Alexa,
Google Assistant, and Siri, works across domains such as
providing the user with weather information, setting timers
and reminders, driving directions and shopping. Generalpurpose assistants, by necessity, must cover a broad and
wide territory of expertise. A domain-specific assistant is a
specialist in one particular area, such as a customer service
agent like Nuance’s Nina (Nuance Press Release 2017) on
Alexa, a banking agent or a music service providing personalized music experiences.
It is worth noting that the challenges discussed in this
paper apply to many domain-specific assistants, regardless
of the machine learning models that power them. Consider

What makes a voice assistant?
From a technical perspective, a voice assistant is a natural
language processing pipeline. It consists of many parts,
including automated speech recognition (ASR), natural
language understanding (NLU), natural language generation (NLG), and text-to-speech (TTS). It can include
search, knowledge graph and agent back-ends, as well as
agents of different platforms, all of which have to interface
with different natural language components. From a user
perspective, design has to consider the expectations the
user has around how s/he can phrase her questions to the
assistant, the functionality it offers, and how it sounds
when it responds. This includes the words the assistant
chooses and the sound of its voice. The design and functionality choices will affect how users continue to interact
with it, similar to how the voice and the vocabulary of another human affect how someone interacts with them. E.g.,
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if one hears the voice of a child using the vocabulary of a
5-year-old, they will adjust their expectations and their
own language. People always attribute personality traits to
speech, even if it is synthesized by a computer (Nass and
Lee 2001). Therefore, it is an important first step for design
- even before leveraging user data - to define the role the
assistant should convey and a few, core personality traits.
Whether the role is to be a representative of a brand or an
individual with their own opinions and values will affect
how interactions need to be designed. Identifying the target
user helps create a user-centered plan for design. E.g., a
music companion for teenagers will require a different approach than an assistant for medical support for the elderly.

vital. Creating this understanding of the role the human
assistant takes on can help to identify interaction flows.
This approach has also been successfully applied for years
in the context of information retrieval, e.g., to identify information seeking behavior at a library (Taylor 1968).
Crowdsourcing can be used in multiple ways, and is a
common element of voice projects. First, it is a useful
method to elicit large amounts of data to bootstrap natural
language understanding systems (Callison-Burch and
Dredze 2010). Data can be collected from a variety of
crowdworkers from various geographies and domainrelated skillsets to increase diversity of training data. Second, it can be used to collect speech data from a diverse
population so that a broadly applicable ASR system can be
trained and developed (Pavlick et al. 2014). Finally,
crowdworkers can label data for supervised machine learning methods and therefore improve existing models. A
better understanding of the domain will also help to put
user utterances into context. E.g., certain user utterances
that seem offensive might be sincere requests in the context of music and entertainment. Content like the song
“F*** you” by CeeLo Green or the TV series “I love
D***” illustrates this potential ambiguity well. Culturally
specific references carry the potential for this ambiguity,
too. If new entities are regularly added to content catalogues where popularity fluctuations are frequent, this becomes even more challenging.

Domain-specific behavior and expectations
With the role and the target user group in mind, we can
create a better understanding of the domain. This helps to
anticipate the voice input the assistant will receive and
provides insights on expectations. This includes not just
expectations for functionality, but also for the tone of voice
and the behavior of the assistant. What questions help to
guide this process and what data can be leveraged?

How do people talk in the domain that needs to be
modeled for a domain-specific assistant?
Examining existing data from other systems in the same
domain is a useful, though often times not comprehensive,
method of understanding what kinds of voice requests the
system is likely to receive. For example, text search interfaces often compel users to search for named entities.
However, voice requests can often be nonspecific or generic, such as asking a TV assistant “Play a dark and gritty
documentary” or “Show me something my friends will
like.” Understanding the way that people talk about the
target domain is a necessary first step to predict and prepare for the types of voice-specific utterances the system
will need to be able to process. Similarly, back and forth
dialogues that are crucial in domains such as customer service, cannot per se be derived from non-dialogue, searchtype data.
Voice assistants often take on roles that are inspired by
existing human roles or tasks, including trying to replicate
their domain-specific knowledge, e.g. a travel, or customer
service, agent. Both content analysis, as well as qualitative design research methods, like interviewing domain
experts can provide a more comprehensive picture of what
utterances to expect or what functionalities to include. E.g.,
asking experts which questions they are asked by their audience or which questions they would like to ask from individual users, but cannot scale. Dialogues are crucial to
understand in fields like customer service, in which case
in-depth content analysis of existing interactions is also

What behavior do people expect?
People might have built up expectations from experiences
with people in the roles that the assistant is intended to take
on, including what the assistant should be capable of, the
tone of its interactions, its demeanor, or even how it looks.
E.g., consider the stereotypical differences in how people
think a travel agent, a bank teller, or a DJ might behave or
appear. Of course, the previously mentioned interviews
with domain experts provide insights into this, too.
Another way to elicit understanding via qualitative design research is to ask participants to role play. Roleplaying through Wizard-of-Oz set-ups can identify whether
a scripted dialogue works and a more open-ended setup
can help identify potential functional challenges. Pretendusers might come up with requests that the Wizard-of-Oz
prototype may not be able to solve. Take for the hypothetical example of a restaurant recommendation assistant. The
pretend-user might want to “Send that restaurant to my
friend Frank”. This could lead to the realization there is no
script for sending recommendations to unknown friends.
Maybe, the pretend-user would want to “Order me a pizza”. Potentially, being outside the originally envisioned
functionality, that might point to a missed opportunity
and/or required features, like having to have credit card
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information on file, and the need to integrate a secure
payment partner.

music playlists can have names that consist of emojis
(Spotify Blog 2017) or make use of character substitutions
($ for S) that might not correspond to obvious pronunciations. Non-obvious and ambiguous pronunciations pose a
challenge for ASR systems, and their detection may require dedicated new techniques.
In the music domain, code-switching between languages
occurs when users ask to listen to music in multiple languages in addition to their primary language (e.g. “Play Me
gustas tu”). This poses another challenge for ASR. In the
travel domain, an assistant that supports international travel
will likely have to train its ASR on more than one pronunciation for international destinations (e.g., the English and
Spanish pronunciation of cities in Latin America), and understand that multiple names, across multiple languages, refer to the same location.

Identifying domain-specific challenges
While people might only expect domain-specific services
from a human expert assistant, we cannot necessarily make
that assumption for domain-specific voice assistants. One
might expect such an assistant to be able to navigate, find
music, or even order pizza. Therefore, creating a good understanding what the user expects within a specific domain
might provide an initial assumption on what variety of utterances to expect and then to define how you want to deal
with the functional limitations of your system.

Functions and knowledge
Deciding how to limit the scope of the NLU/NLG system
is a particular problem for domain-specific assistants. For
example, while playful questions such as "Are you married?" happen in general assistant contexts, they are less
expected for most domain-specific voice assistants. Domain-specific assistants require design and engineering
decisions about how and where to limit conversation and
how to distinguish erroneous and out of range requests,
both of which are potentially unsupported by the machine
learning model underlying the assistant. There are several
options. The assistant can respond in a way that shapes
expectations moving forward (“Sorry, I can’t help you with
that.”) at the risk of being perceived as incomplete or less
competent. The assistant can use an unsupported utterance
as an opportunity to educate the user about what it can do
(“No can do. But I can sure be of assistance if you want to
book a flight.”).
The design decisions above also open up broader questions about the nature of conversations. For example, if the
semantic processing component of an NLP system depends
on a knowledge graph, it needs to be decided how to limit
its scope. Similar questions arise when building out dialogue management systems, regarding what facets of conversation the assistant should and should not support, such
as multiple turn question answering sessions.

Privacy
Hands-free voice assistants also face particular design
challenges surrounding confidential information, especially
if the assistant is developed for a domain where privacy is
highly prioritized, like banking or healthcare. Password
controls are challenges for all assistants, but financial assistants may face greater challenges surrounding information such as bank account numbers and sensitive social
information such as account balances.

Default behavior
Different assistants also trigger assumptions of a default
action on the part of the user. While many utterances contain a verb, some utterances are simply the name of an entity the user would like to search for, similar to text searches. For example, instead of saying “Play David Bowie,”
they may just say “David Bowie.” If a user is interacting
with a music assistant, these utterances should probably
result in a David Bowie album being played. However, on
a movie assistant, this utterance may result in the user
watching the movie Labyrinth. This is different from what
a general voice assistant would return; all current general
voice assistants that have been brought to market support a
general search as their default action. The fact that a user
might reasonably expect identical utterances to result in
distinct content across different types of assistants poses
challenges for assistant design and user research. This also
influences the type of linguistic utterance data the model
should be trained on and expect to receive.

Pronunciation
Since users might expect domain-specific assistants to
have deep expertise in that domain, unique and littleknown terms that do not occur that frequently in general
natural language corpora will need to be modeled. Unique
terms and pronunciations are not always easily covered by
off-the-shelf lexicons. Some domains include entities for
which full names are not originally intended to be pronounced, such as emoji in text and email messages. For
instance, music systems will have to handle a diverse catalog with unique artist and track names. User-generated

Prototyping tangible experiences
Depending on the domain and the domain-specific challenges there are easy ways to prototype early on to inform
further iterations and refinements.
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A quick way to test an envisioned interaction is working
with writers who are experienced in writing dialogue and
then ask participants to provide feedback. However, this
method put participants into a passive position where they
act more as an observer, rather than being immersed themselves. Scripted and pre-recorded dialogues can alleviate
this to some extent. Asking participants to read out the
requests or questions that have been identified as common
for the domain and then present them with pre-recorded
audio will create at least some level of immersion.

Integrated prototyping also allows for a better understanding how design decision result in technical implications. If machine learning-based functionality is a part of
the design prototypes, it provides an opportunity to learn
about potential errors and edge cases early. User studies
with such integrated tools can provide insights into possible limitations that might occur when being used in a real
or slightly different context than the one for which the
models have been trained for.

Off-the-shelf conversational prototyping tools, such
as Alexa Skills or Google Actions, are simple software
toolkits for the commercially available hardware Amazon
Echo and Google Home. They provide a lightweight way
to prototype a dialogue experience for a wide general audience. The main benefit of this type of prototype is a relatively easy setup. However, these platforms are not fully
customizable and will not allow designers to model the
depth needed for realistic interactions with a domainspecific assistant. They also do not allow full access to the
user utterances and speech data that is collected by the
hardware which might be required for the prototyping of
the envisioned functionalities.
Custom-prototyping tools such as Wizard-of-Oz tools
for rapid prototyping and testing are widely known in research, but quick-and-easy tools are not yet easily accessible to industry product teams. Oftentimes, a lot of custom
work is required to implement such prototypes. Active
research is, for example, ongoing in developing in-car
voice interfaces (Martelaro and Ju 2017). The recent attention to the ‘fake autonomous car’ (Solon 2017) in which
prototyping involved someone dressing up as a car seat
inspired by the Stanford Ghost Rider set-up (Rothenbücher
et al. 2016) is a testament to the offbeat creativity still necessary in testing people’s reactions to new applications.

In Short
When designing for domain-specific voice assistants, there
are many ways to learn from how users and people in roles
similar to the assistant naturally speak within that domain
and what their expectations are.

This will help to identify unique challenges that affect
what the assistants should be capable of early on and allow
for informed design decisions to deal with functional limitations. By including the functionalities enabled by machine learning in prototypes early on will allow collecting
more representative user data while also informing and
testing machine learning models.
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